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PEMBROKESHIRE DIGITAL PROJECTS CONNECT COMMUNTIES
ConnectedC Communities - Community Connectors..
Improving links between people in Pembrokeshire
By having meaningful conversations with individuals, we
can provide information about local events, services and
groups that serve your individual interests and extend your
social network on the phone, face to face (if guidelines
allow) and online.We'll spend time getting to know what's
important to you and getting to know you. We can work
together to help you take the next step. We will contact
other services to help you find the support you need, such
as information, advice and support services, help to access
activities and connect with local groups. For anyone who
needs extra help accessing online, we can offer a
equipment loan scheme under a "try before you buy"
option.
The response to the scheme so far has been fantastic with
a large number of lovely stories of people contacting her
families, enjoying interests online and making new
connections by attending a variety of events online. The
service is still available so if you know of an individual in
your community who would benefit from the service then
please contact

Due to the success of the loan scheme and
supporting the use of digital ovens the digital
partnership has expanded the provision
available.We are all very keen to see
communities and organisations re-grasping their
activities but we are also aware that some will
be hesitant to take a look and step out after
such a long period in a bubble. . Therefore, a
project has been developed to take the back of
Village Halls and community organisations by
expanding the equipment that could be
borrowed to bridge between people who are
keen to attend and those who may lack
confidence or are concerned about venturing
out.
You will be able to use the equipment to
broadcast activities concurrently to involve
people in activities, or why not broadcast
guidance, tours of your hall to show the
measures that are in place to welcome
members in your activity. There is also support
available to help you use the equipment so

Equipment Available
Amazon Fire HD 10
gael...
with Alexa

Contains – Amazon Fire 10-inch tablet,
Amazon tablet charger and plug.

Echo Show 8 HD

Contains – Echo Show 8-inch
HD smart display speaker,
Amazon charger and plug.

Portal TV

Contains – Portal camera,
remote control and charger for
the camera. Spare pugs and
charging cables suitable for
the Amazon Fire 8 – inch
tablets:

Bluetooth Keyboard suitable
for connecting to a tablet:
Bluetooth Keyboard suitable to pair with tablets:
Contains – Bluetooth keyboard and batteries are
included

360
Camera

Contains –
Camera, Camera
case and
charging wire.

Mouse

Contains a full-size
corded mouse.

Acer Laptop

Contains – Acer Laptop, full length
charger and USB port extender.

For more information or an applcation form
contact gwyneth.jones@pavs.org.uk

We are on the brink of re-entering our lives following covid-19 and while there is pride and relief amongst
many and having our community activities reopened there are a percentage of people who are hesitant about
venturing out. As a result a great deal of focus is being given to digital provision and a transition between living
activities within our communities So why not take risks and unite your live and digital provision.

Infoengine is an online directory of over 7,000 voluntary and community services across Wales. Individuals
can search for what they are looking for and will show the most relevant results. With the recent statement
from the Welsh Assembly Government, it is essential that those who need to access services can find the
information they need, check your information registration by signing (the button is on the top right hand
side of the screen).If you need any support with this, please contact us." Infoengine is a comprehensive
online source and we greatly appreciate it. It is an important step for the third sector to have its own
platform, because good work is being done locally, by independent charities, many of which have limited
marketing budgets. Infoengine offers a safety net - free.it only takes 10 minutes to register your
organization and service. We have also updated infoengine to allow users working or volunteering for
several organisations to be able to list these under one account. Do not forget that we also have the virtue
of a shortlist; this allows you to create your own lists and to e-mail or print them, they can be found at the
top of the home page. Take a look at our useful guides; 'How to', which guides you through
website.infoengine. Share details of your group here

.

Another great platform that shares a viewership with the wider community is to connect
pembrokeshire. This is a resource where you can list and advertise your events and search what
forward in your adal may be of interest. Keep an eye out for more information on training
seasonings on using the platform! The platform can be found on :
www.connectpembrokeshire.wales
It is designed to be a place where all sections of the community can come together, and offer their
time and skills to make it a better place. Features of the platform include:
Digital Timebank – gives individuals the opportunity to offer their time to local organisations or
others. Time and skills are offered in 1 hour units, and each hour given means that one time credit is
earned; the time credit can then be spent on any other opportunity in our time bank.
Project Teams – where small groups of community members can come together to chat or plan their
own community projects. Tools such as Google Docs,Survey Monkey and more can be used here.

CALENDAR

With more activity taking place in our community we are keen to promote your events to the wider
community. Please contact me if you have any event to share or information you would like to advertise
to the group..
nia.george@pavs.org.uk
Remember the Padlet which contains up-to-date details of funding, conveniences, events and courses.
There is also a link with other teams within PAVS
to ensure that you are fully informed about what is going on.
PADLET

